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also, lets be honest, most of the decision are a waste. the major ones are if you pay attention to them. you have the option to be obedient,
just, or corrupt. although i like that there are 3 options, i also have to take into account that they wont really matter. because if you play like

obedient, then youll get an army that cant defend you against massive amounts of bandits. if you play like corrupt, youll cripple relations
with all of the factions. if you play like just, then youll drive away all of your enemies, leaving you vulnerable to invasions from more

powerful foes. it may sound nitpicky, but ultimately, theres no decision that leads to significant advantages. instead, youre left with a
decision that affects how you play. its not enough to make a difference. and thats something thats true of the base game, as well. theres

just not enough depth and strategic options to make the wisest choice worthwhile. its frustrating to make a sage decision only to be stymied
by a mechanic. it isnt worth much to have a sage decision that doesnt make a difference. its not that the decisions are illogical. in fact, i like

young kingdomss decisions to be representative of the factions. but its important to realize that theres a reason that the decisions didnt
work out as well as expected in mandate of heaven. in the years between 186 and 189 ce, the han dynasty descended into chaos, at the
hands of zhang jue, zhang bao, zhang liang, and their rebel army. despite being unable to stop their lordlings from the north from getting
too powerful, the han emperor-to-be managed to win a national election to be sole heir, the youngest of ten, and name himself emperor.
legend has it that the emperor issued a decree to divide the three kingdoms into four, with eastern wu, south and northern wu, and shu

becoming independent, and kang rong, guan yu, and zhao yun, liu bei, and sun jian leading a common forces to fight off the northern threat.
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you have the option to complete the campaign by killing every yellow turban warlord, be that
zedong, bao, or zhang liang. but as i said, yellow turbans warlord are unable to return to the yellow
turbans political life after the campaign is over. there are only two options: you can surrender to the

yellow turban emperor, and join their order, but at the risk of losing it as you were still a former
leader of the yellow turbans. or you can destroy the yellow turbans, and forever be known as the
man who destroyed a nation. this is where the dlcs system changes; some of the other playable

factions can no longer be included in the yellow turbans as allies. this is because they could
compromise your efforts as the yellow turbans; so by destroying them, youre able to set back an

important ai victory and force them to grab territory around your newly conquered lands. i felt it was
a good move to separate the factions you can ally with at the cost of hurting your overall goal of the

yellow turbans destruction. but thats just my humble opinion. the last major update to the game
mode is introducing a little feature called: tags. tags provide a free-form way to provide a name to

your civil wars campaigns and forces. tags are simply an easy way to quickly identify campaigns and
forces as the game loads, and in your strategy menus. you can have up to 10 tags, making it a total

of 15 civil wars not counting the starting date. tags by default look like this: for example, lets say you
wanted to play through the (greatly tweaked) yellow turbans campaign, but without the troublesome
players. you just add the yellow turbans and change the start date to 190 ce. if you also wanted to
maintain your traditional starting position and start date, youd change the tag to empire start date

190 ce yellow turbans in west henan. if you wanted to play the most famous civil war, with the
traditional han start date, tag it as star wars civil war the han dynasty 5ec8ef588b
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